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Abstract

In this paper, private information concerning the quality of consumption goods is
introduced to motivate the role of intermediation. Agents endogenously.hoor. whether
to become middlemen by investing in a technology of verifying quality. It is shown that
there exists an equilibrium where middlemen always trade high-qualiiy goods when the
private information problem is not severe and the investment iost oiquality-testing
technology is not too high. When the private information problem is relatively severe,
middlemen sometimes trade for low-quality goods. The trade-offto having agents engage
in intermediation as opposed to production is considered to determine middlemen,s
welfare-improving role. It is found that when exchange is significantly delayed in the
sense that people do not execute trades because they cannot recognize the true quality of
goods, expert middlemen can improve welfare. O 199g Elsevier science B.v. All rights
reserved.

JEL classification : E00; D82

Keytvords : Middlemen; Private information; Uncertainty

1. Introduction

It is widely recognized that there are many markets where intermediaries,
such as brokers, retailers or middlemen, play an important role in facilitating
trade' It is also recognized that, in order to study intermediation, we need
a model in which intermediaries emerge endogenously, and we need to be
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precise about the trading frictions which lead to their existence and determine
their performance. One example of such a model has been studied by Townsend
(1978), who assumes that there is a transaction cost to each bilateral exchange,
and then observes that intermediaries emerge because they can economize on
these transaction costs. Another example is the model of Rubinstein and
Wolinsky (1987), who introduce intermediation into a bilateral rairdom match-
ing model, and conclude that for intermediaries to be viable they must be more
efficient in making contacts with buyers and sellers than buyers and sellers are in
making contacts directly with each other.l

This paper takes a different approach by focusing on the frictions related to
private information. That is, we introduce qualitative uncertainty concerning
consumption goods, in the sense of Akerlof (1970), into a random matching
model of the exchange process to study how middlemen emerge endogenously
to mitigate the trading frictions caused by qualitative uncertainty. In particular,
the model adopted here is closely related to the private information model that
Williamson and Wright (1994)use to study the role of money.2 Private informa-
tion concerning the quality of goods may be the driving force behind intermedi-
ation in several markets in the real world. For example, there are middlemen in
the markets of used cars, precious stones, antiques and art, who usually have
more expertise in discerning the quality of goods than a typical buyer.

In the model presented here, agents endogenously choose whether to become
middlemen by investing in a technology that allows them to identify quality.
Middlemen buy and sell goods but they do not produce. This captures the idea
that dealers are trade agencies only; although they can facilitate trades, they
themselves do not produce goods. From an efficiency viewpoint, there is
a trade-off to having agents engage in intermediation as opposed to production,
and we can discuss whether the equilibrium will involve too much or too little
intermediation. Moreover, middlemen are not obliged to buy or sell only
high-quality outpu! this is also determined endogenously. Hence, we can
discuss the factors that affect middlemen's trading strategies, as well as the
interaction between intermediation and producers'strategies to bring high- or
low-quality goods to the market.

1A related paper by Bhattacharya and Hagerty (1986) uses a search model to show how
intermediation can mitigate search externalities of the type studied by Diamond (1982), but they
simply assume that all trades must go through intermediaries. Yavas (1994) studies a related model
with endogenous search intensity. Winkler (1989) models frictions by restricting feasible trading
relationships between agents.

2 In addition to Williamson and Wright (1994), related models of private information and money
include Trejos (1993), Cuadras-Morato (1994),Li (1995a) and Kim (i996). There are also studies of
financial intermediaries in economies with private information, including Diamond and Dybvig
(1983), Diamond (1984), Smith (1984), Williamson (1986), Boyd and Prescott (1986), and Krasa and
Villamil (1992). These are not directly related to the current paper, where the focus is on middlemen
as a way around the problem of qualitative uncertainty associated with bilateral trade.
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To be more specific, we consider a barter economy in which producers choose
to produce high- or low-quality goods, with low-quatity goods'being cheaper toproduce but less desirabre for consumption. Agents *r",IurJo*ly in pai., ove,
time, they carry unit inventories, and they trad-e when it i.;;,";ld agreeable.Inaparticular meeting, an agent may or may not recognize the quality of goods
offered in trade. Hence, producers may have an incentive to take advantage ofthe lower cost to producing low-quality goods. people who accept a good ofunknown quality then face the risk of accepting L r"-or. This generates
a potential role for middlemen who can use their special knowledge aboutquality to buy and sell goods in the market. Middlemen earn profits by serlinggoods for more than they pay. Buyers may be willing to puy tt i, premium ifthey believe middlemen have a higii enougil probabiliiy ,r'iri"g high-quality
goods. Middlemen are not assumed to have an advantale in the slarch process,
as in Rubinstein and wolinsky (rgg7), but rather an-advantage in terms ofinformation.

we characterize equilibria in this economy in terms of two key parameters
- the severity of the private information probl.- and the investment cost ofmiddlemel's quality-testing technorogy, *hi.h represent the benefit and costthat people take into account 

"or"".ning whether or not to enter the intermedi-
ation business. It is shown that when the private information problem is not too
severe and middlemen's quality-testing technorogy is not too costly, there existsan equilibrium in which middlemen endogenousry arise and they choose toalways trade high-quality goods. This resultlmplies that, without the centralizedmonitoring of middlemen, legal restrictions or reputation eflects, the economy
may still have the desirable outcome that expert middlemen are trustworthy.
Middlemen choose to be honest in doing business simply b"*.rr" to tradelow-quality goods and cheat customers is riot profitable wlen there are enoughinformed agents playing a disciprinary role. However, if middlemen find itprofitable to trade low-quality ouiput and se[ to uninformed customers, there isnothing that prevents them from io doing. This kind of equilibrium can alsoexist for some parameter values, especially when the p.irut. furro*ation prob-
lem is relatively severe. -

. In this economy, middlemen improve efficiency by increasing people,s incen-
tive to produce high-quality output as well as bringing high-q;;fty goods fromproducers to customers, who might not rearizelrrJr" i.rffi opportunities
without middlemen. However, intermediation emproys resources which could
have been used in producing goods. Despite the quailtative uncertainty in thiseconomy, allowing expert middremen may or may not improve welfare, depend-ing on whether the efficiency in facilitating trade can compensate for the loss inproduction. when the informational frictions do not cause much deray inexchange in the sense that it is in the agents'interest to always accept goods evenif they are of unknown quality, the eiistence of middlemen removes resources
away from production without generating comparable effciency. Hence, welfare
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is reduced by having middlemen in the economy. If the informational frictions
cause some problem that people do not execute trades because they cannot
recognize the true quality of goods, expert middlemen can play a welfare-
improving role. we even find a case that, when the private information problem
is so severe that the only equilibrium would entail no trade if there was no
middlemen technology, it is possible for a nondegenerate equilibrium to exist
with active intermediation. Middlemen certainly improve welfare in this case,
even though they sometimes trade low-quality goods.3

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the environ-
ment. Section 3 presents equilibrium conditions and discusses possible types of
equilibria. Section 4 analyzes the existence of several qualitatively different types
of nonintermediary and intermediary equilibria. Section 5 discusses welfare and
related issues. Section 6 considers some extensions to the basic model. Section 7
concludes.

2. The basic model

consider an economy populated by a continuum of infinitelyJived agents
with total population normalized to one. Agents produce and consume goods at
discrete points in continuous time. There is only one good which can be
produced in high or low quality by all producers.a The cost in terms of disutility
to producing one unit of high-quality goods is equal to y > 0, and the cost of
producing low-quality goods is 0. consumption of q units of high-quality goods
yields utility qu, if they are produced by other agents. consumption of low-
quality goods or one's own output yields no utility.s commodities are freely
disposable, divisible and storable at zero cost, but only one unit at a time.
A good is not storable if it is divided.

3A related study by Biglaiser (1993) also considers expert middlemen in an economy with
qualitative unce.tainty. In his model, middlemen are an exogenously imposed institution, the quality
of goods is exogenously determined, and the focus is on constructing a bargaining model with
asymmetric information and discussing the related issues. However, the goals in the current paper
are to show how middlemen emerge endogenously to mitigate the frictions caused by privite
information, and how the existence of middlemen affects the exchange process, producers' incentive
to produce high-quality output, and welfare.

aThis is equivalent to (in terms of analysis) assuming there is a large number of differentiated
goods, and consumption of any good, holding quality fixed, yields the same utility.
. s The assumption that consuming one's own output yields zero utility is an easy way to generate
a motive for trade, and is common in search-based models of exchange (see, for example, Diamond,
1982; Kiyotaki and Wright, 1991, 1993). For the details of relaxing this assumption in a generalized
model, see Kiyotaki and Wright (1993).
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In any bilateral meeting, an agent can recognize the quality of his trading
partner's good with probability g < 1. The probability e t inaepenaent across
traders when they me.et. However, an agent is ailowed to invest in a quality-
testing technology and become an expertLiddleman, who can at*ays recognize
the quality of goods. The identity ofmiddremen, and the fact that they always
recognize the quality of goods, are public infoimation. agents do not know
anything else about other agents,histories.

To become an expert middreman, an agent has to give up his production
technology, pay cost d (in- terms of disutility) to get the-quutity-t.rting techno-
logy, and cost ? to be endowed with a unii of trigh-qualiiy g*a u, inventory.
Similarly, to get back his production technology, a middieiu., ,".a, to horda unit of high-quarity good as inventory urJ dirpor" of the quarity-testing
technology. In every period of time, expert middremen have to pay cort a tomaintain their quality-testing technology.6 Given that the entry d_'ecisions have
been made, agents equipped with the production technology are cared pro-

l:r,r:,t 
while agents equipped with the quality_testing t."f,iofogy are called

mfidlemen.
Agents meet pairwise and at random according to a poisson process with thearrival rate proportionar to the number of other types of agents. Let p denote thearrival rate, which implies that the probability of me#ng uro,il", agent isapproximately equal to Ba in a short intervar of time z.fre normarize fi: Iwithout loss of generality.

. when two agents meet, they simpry inspect each others, inventories andsimultaneously announce whether o. not to trade. A trade takes flace when it ismutually agreeable. If both agree to trade, then they exchang. tt.i, irr".rto.i.r.If at least one agent in the meeting refuses to trade, mey simpiy r.ur" irr" meeting
and look for another trade partner. Sampling their-inventories or sequentialtrade is not allowed in this economy.T Aiter trade, the quality of ea"h 

"o*_modity is revealed if it was previously unknown.
Note that under the specified assumptions, in equilibrium whenever twoproducers trade, it is 

^one-for-on" 
r*up of inventoiies. After consuming ordisposing of the goods from trade, they can produce a new unit of commodity orchoose to be a middleman.

when a producer and middreman meet, upon agreeing to trade, the middre-
man gives a portion I - q of his inventory to the prodricer, and ih. prodr"",

6 we can interpret 6 as the maintenance cost of machines which middlemen use to test the qualityof goods, or the cost necessary to update the knowledge of verifying quality.
? This assumption prevents. us from. dealing with the probrem of signaling the quarity of goods,which, though interesting on its own, is not tf,e roc* oith" current paper. Given this assumption,a fixed cost to producing one unit 

_of 
high-quality goods and the specified storage technorogy,producers cannot provide marginar incentives to J*h other and arso have nothing to bar_gain over.
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gives one unit of output to the middleman. so, q can be viewed as the price
charged by middlemen for the intermediation service. After trade, both agents
leave the meeting and consume their shares of the good immediatery. The
producer then makes the entry and production decision, and the middleman
chooses whether to stay in the intermediation business or go back to the
production sector.

In general, the price q can be determined through bilateral bargaining be-
tween a middleman and producer. For simplicity, we assume that the middle-
man get to make a take-it-orJeave-it offer to the producer, which allows him to
extract the entire trade surplus (see Section 6 for the discussion of more general
bilateral bargaining). The determination of q depends on the types of equilibria
and the types of agents involved in trade. we will be more specific about it when
we describe and examine the existence of equilibria.

Note that in this economy, middlemen gain nothing by exchanging their
inventories with each other. The reason is as follows. when a middleman trades
with a producer, he consumes a portion q of his inventory while receiving one
unit of output from the producer in return as new inventory. If middlemen trade
with each other, they just swap their inventories without generating any con-
sumption since neither can produce goods and they always have to keep one
unit of inventory in hand as a middleman. Such an exchange does not make
either one better off.

3. The equilibrium conditions

In this economy, agents have to make the following decisions. They have to
decide to enter either the intermediation business or production sector. Based
on that decision, at a point of time, a proportion of agents pr are intermediaries,
and the other 1 - P1 are producers. Hence, there may be direct trades and
indirect trades in equilibrium. By direct trade, we mean a trade between two
producers; by indirect trade, a trade between a middleman and producer. As we
can see from the specified meeting technology, pr determines how often an agent
is involved in an indirect trade.

A producer has to decide which quality output to produce. Hence, at a point
of time, there is a proportion of producers, Ppp, holding high-quality output,
and the other, 1 - Ppn, holding low-quality output. In addition, a producer has
to choose trading strategies concerning whether to accept a good ofhigh quality,
low quality, or unrecognized quality. A middleman has to decide whether to
trade for high- and low-quality goods and whether to stay in the intermediation
business. So there is a proportion of intermediaries, p1s, holding high-quality
goods and the other, 1 - Pra, holding low-quality goods.

Note that in equilibrium when two producers meet and recognize each others,
inventories as high quality they will always want to trade, but they will reject
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goods of low quality. A producer with low-quality output is willing to trade at
every opportunity since at worst he gets another l0w-quality output back.
Hence, the only nontrivial trading strategy.for a producer is whether to accept
or reject a commodity of unknown quality if he is currently holding high-quality
output. when an arbitrary producer with high-quality output cannot recognize
the quality of another producer's good in a meeting, let x dinote the probability
with which people believe that he will accept it, and let o denote the best
response. That is, ifother producers are using ^E, a given producer chooses o. In
equilibrium, o : z. Although a producer may also encounter an unrecognized
good in a meeting with a middleman, the latter always makes an offer such that
the former is (ust) willing to accept.

when a middleman with high-quality inventory trades with a producer with
high-quality output, he can consume a portion, 0r, of his inventory, and get one
unit of high-quality good from the producer as new inventory. H.r"", he will
alwaysaccept high-quality goods since the net trade surplus is strictly positive.
The only nontrivial trading strategy for a middleman is whether or not to trade
for low-quality goods. when a middleman holding high-quality inventory
trades with a producer holding low-quality output, he geis to consume a por-
tion, Q1, of his inventory, and switches from hordini rrigrr- to low-quality
inventory. Note that middlemen with low-quality goods need to wait longer to
make a trade since they can only cheat uninformed customers. when the current
profit obtained from trading low-quality goods can compensate for the waiting
cost, there is no technology or institution that can prevent them from so doing.
Let o denote the probability that a random middreman accepts row-quali[,
goods and co the best response. That is, if other middlemen are using f,), a given
middleman chooses ar. In equilibrium, co: O.

- Agents choose entry, production, and trading strategies in order to maximize ,,
the expected discounted utility of consumption net of cost. In so doing, they take
as given the strategies of others and probabilities of meeting other agents. we
look for stationary Nash equilibria where the strategies and meeting probabili-
ties are time-invariant and expectations are rational. we confln-e attention
mainly to nondegenerate equilibria, where at least some high-quality goods are
produced and consumed, and utility is strictly positive.

^ 
Let vp1 

-and 
v1i denote the expected lifetime utility (or value function)for a producer and a middleman, respectively, holding a commodity oi

quality j,_ where j : H and L denote high- and low_quality goods. LetZ:max{-y *Vs,Y.r} represent the expected value for a producer with
nothing in inventory, who is deciding whether to produce high- or low-quality
output.

In this paper we confine attention to the equilibria where people do not
change their career decisions; i.e., middremen (if there are any in eiuilibrium)
choose to stay in the intermediation business and producers choose to stayin the production sector. For this to be incentive compatible, the payoffs
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in both sectors must satisfy the following conditions in equilibrium:

Vps) -6+VrH=>Pr:0,
Ypnl -6+Ym+Pt:1,
Pre(0,1)+Vpu: -61Vru.

For example, if there are middlemen in equilibrium, their pay-offmust be higher
than switching back to the production sector, i.e., - 6 + V rH 2 V pn.Similarly,
for producers to stay in the production sector, the payoff must satisfy

- | I Y pu > - y - 6 + Y rH. Hence, for it to be incentive compatible for both
middlemen and producers to stay in their current careers we must have
V pn : - 6 + V rr.8 Note that given the assumptions on middlemen techno-
logy, middlemen with low-quality goods cannot switch back to the production
sector, but we need to check the participation constraint, trzr, > 0, which
guarantees that they do not want to drop out of the economy.

As for the production decision, let .EI denote the probability that producers
choose to produce high-quality output and h an individual's best response. In
equilibrium, h : H. The best response condition is described as follows:
Vpu * ? > ( < )Zpa implies h: I (h:0), and fte (0,1) implies Vrr-t:Vpr..
Note that what is relevant to others' strategies, such as whether to accept goods
of unknown quality, is the probability of meeting an agent carrying high-quality
goods, Pps, rot an individual's production choice II. Also note that there is
a steady state condition connecting II and Pps.e Hence, in this paper we
characlerize equilibria by Pro rather than H. This reduces the algebra, but is
logically equivalent.1o Thus, the following conditions need to be satisfied in
equilibrium:

Vpu-l>Vpr-Ppu:1,
Vor-T<Vpt=+P"r:Q,
Ppse(0,1) +Vpn - l: Vpr.

8 This is pay-off-equivalent to the equilibrium where agents use mixed strategies in making career
decisions.

e The steady-state condition is the following:

(1 -Pp}r)(l -PrX1 -0)Z+p.o)H
: P""{(1 - P)l?Prra + (1 - o)r(PpEa * 1 - Prr))-t Pr}(1 - H),

where a : 0 + (1 - 0)f. The above equationjust equates the inflow and outflow into the fraction of
producers holding high-quality goods. Note that H:Q+Ppp:0;H:7+Pps:1; and
IJe(0,1)eP.re(0,1) though it is not necessary H: Ppn.

10 Alternatively, we can interpret the equilibrium with P* e (0,1) as a nonsymmetric pure strategy
equilibrium where there is a subset Ppp of producers always producing high-quality goods, and
a subset I - P4 of producers always producing low-quality goods. Wright (1997) shows that there
exists a nonsymmetric pure strategy equilibrium which is payoff-equivalent to the symmetric mixed
strategy equilibrium.
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Assume that all agents discount the future at the common rate r > 0. The
expected value in flow return to a producer holding high-quality output is

rV pu : (1 - Pr)[OPp sa(u -t Z - V rr\

+ (1 - o)max oAp) + piqprll(l - eiu + Z - V pH)

+ (1 - 0)max(fu,A)j, (3)

where

u:0+g-qZ,
A, : Prsu(u + Z - V pd * g - Pp;)(Z - Vru),

Ar : Prul(l - Qiu + Z - Vr*7 * 0 - PrH)@ - Ypi.
Ap and,4, represent the expected values of accepting an unrecognized good
from a producer and a middleman, respectively. Note that Ar : O because
middlemen make take-it-orJeave-it offers to make uninformed customers indif-
ferent between accepting and rejecting Eq. (3) sets the flow return to a producer
with high-quality output, rV ps, equal to the sum of two terms. The first term is
the probability that he meets a producer with a commodity which he identifies
as high-quality,0PpH, multiplied by the probability the other agent with a high-
quality good is willing to trade, a, multiplied by the gain from trading, plus the
probability that he meets a producer with something he cannot identify, 1 - 0,
multiplied by the gain from choosing the acceptance probability o. An agent is
allowed to use a mixed strategy (oe(0,1)) here in case of being indifferent. The
second term is the expected payoff from trading with a middleman.

The value functions V pt, V rru and Y ll satisfy similar Bellman's equations:

rVr" : (1 - P)PpH(l - O)Z(u + Z - V pL)

+ PTPTHQ(I - Q,_)(u + Z - V pL),

rVru :(1 - Pr)[PpHQnu -t (1 - Ppp)max a(Q1u I V rr, - Vrij * A, (5)

rV,r:(1- P)PpH(l- 0)(Vru -Y,,.) - 6.

Eq. (a) sets the flow return to a producer holding low-quality output, rV p1,
equal to the probability that he meets an uninformed producer with high-quality
output who is willing to trade, Prr(l - 9)I, multiplied by the gain from trading,
plus the probability he meets a middleman with high-quality inventory who is
willing to trade, multiplied by the gain from trading. Eq (5) sets the flow return
to a middleman holding high-quality inventory equal to the gains from trading
with a producer, minus the investment cost 6. The expected gains from meeting
a producer is equal to the probability that he meets one with high-quality

(4)

(6)
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output, P".r, multiplied by the gain from trading, Qsu, plus the probability that
he meets one with low-quality output, multiplied by the gain from choosing the
acceptance probability co. Middlemen are allowed to use a mixed strategy
(oe(0,1)) here in case of being indifferent. Eq. (6) sets the flow return to
a middleman with low-quality inventory equal to the probability that he meets
an uninformed producer with high-quality output, multiplied by the gain of
switching from holding low- to high-quality inventory, minus the investment
cost d.

A stationary equilibrium where middlemen (if there are any) choose to stay in
the intermediation business and producers choose to stay in the production
sector is a vector of value functions v : (v ps,v pr,v ru,v rr), trading strategies
r : (o,a), prices Q : (Qu,Qr_), and distribution of types and inventory holdings
P:(Pr,Ppu,Prn) such that (i) given prices Q, strategies r, and steady state
distribution P, the value functions I/ satisfy Eqs. (3f(6); (ii) given V, e, p and
Q,o : Z solves the maximization problem in Eq. (3), and given V, e, p and E,
e: Q solves the maximization problem in Eq. (5); (iii) given V, prices e are
consistent with take-it-or-leave-it offers; (iv) given V,p and. e * 0, the participa-
tion constraint for middlemen with low-quality inventory holds (Vr"> 0);1v)
givenV,r and Pps, P7 satisfies (1); given V,r and, pr ppu satisfies Eq. (2) and
P1s satisfles

p,n(t - pr(1 _ ppr)Q: (1 _ prr)(t _ p)ppH\ _ e). 0)
Eq. (7) equates the inflow and outflow from the measure of middlemen holding
low-quality goods.

Potentially, the strategic variables o and a and the steady state distribution
Pr and Pp, can take values of 0, 1, or any number between 0 and 1. However, we
can rule out some cases as follows. Since we are interested in nondegenerate
equilibria, we consider only the cases with p pn ) 0. Note that p , : 1 is not an
equilibrium because if there is no production, intermediation generates no profit
at all. One can also show that when Ppg: 1 (there is no lemons problem since
only high-quality goods are produced), people have no incentive to be expert
middlemen. when some low-quality output is produced (ppse (0,1)), if there are
no middlemen or middlemen do not trade for low-quality goods, .E : 0 cannot
be a nondegenerate equilibrium. If no one accepts unrecognized goods and
low-quality goods, then low-quality goods are never produced; but then agents
should accept unrecognized goods, which contradicts r : 0. Even if middlemen
accept low-quality goods, ) :0 is not a nondegenerate equilibrium since the
take-it-or-leave-it offers make the payoff to producer with low-quality output
zero when .D : 0. This implies that the payoff of producing high-quality output
or being a middleman is also zero, which leads to a degenerate economy.

The potential nondegenerate equilibria, characterized in terms of (prr,pr,
o,a), are shown in Fig. 1. Let $ denote any element in the open interval (0, 1).
Thus, the notation x : O,y : 4! means that 0 < x < 1 and 0 < y < 1, although
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Pprr:l Pt:0 o=_
Eqrrilibrium f

l:1 I

PI

fI

.D:1
a:- <"

\,:,

Ppn:4

Fig. 1. Nondegenerate equilibria.

not necessarily x : y. For a particular equilibrium,0, l, and @ denote the values
for (Pps,Pyo,ro), while dash'-'means that the strategy is irrelevant.ll In the
following sections, we will characterize and discuss the existence and welfare
implications' of those qualitatively different equilibria.

4. Existence of equilibria

In an economy with private information agents may not recognize the quality
of goods at some meetings. Producers may try to take advantage of the lower
cost to producing low-quality output and passing it off to uninformed agents.
Therefore, there may potentially be some role for expert middlemen. Agent's
decisions as whether to be a middleman and whether to trade lemons as
a middleman depend on the cost of acquiring the quality-testing technology, and

11For example, if there are no middlemen, then their decisions as to whether or not to accept
low-qualitygoods (O) is irrelevant. Fig. 1 also shows the logic ofobtaining all the possible equilibria.
For example, Por: I implies P7 : 0 and ^f : 1. When ppx = 6, there may or may not be
middlemen (P, : 0 or Pr: d), who may or may not take low-quality goods (g : 0, 1 or f). Given
others' strategies, in a direct trade an agent may always accept unrecognized goods or may
randomize (.I : 1 or t').
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the profit of the intermediation business, which in turn depends on the severity
of the private information problem.

There are nine potential nondegenerate equilibria, which we categorize into
three groups:equilibrium without middlemen, equilibrium with middlemen who
always trade high-quality goods, and equilibrium with middlemen who trade
high- and low-quality goods. The algorithm to check the equilibrium conditions
is as follows. For each type of equilibrium, we put the candidate strategic
parameters and state variables into the value functions to solve for restrictions
on parameters such that the equilibrium conditions are satisfled. we then use
two key parameters, the cost of quality-testing technology (6) and the extent of
private information problem (0) to characterize equilibria.

4.1. Equilibrium without middlemen

In this subsection we describe the existence of equilibria where agents do not
flnd it profitable to be middlemen. There are three types of equilibria without
middlemen (equilibria 1 to 3 in Fig. 1).

We start with the equilibrium with no lemons problem (prr:1). If no
low-quality output is produced, agents will always accept goods even when they
cannot identify their quality; that is, Ppu :1 implies Z : l.Next, we show that
no one wants to invest in quality-testing technology and become a middleman
when only high-quality output is produced.

Given P7 : 0 and Ppru : 1, the flow payoffto a producer holding high-quality
output is the gain to producing and trading in every period of time: 

" - y.
Suppose that an agent is considering to deviate to be a middleman. The
take-it-or-leave-it offer which he proposes to a trade partner (who always has
high-quality output and knows that middlemen's inventories are of high quality
in this equilibrium) is the price, Qp, which makes the latter indifferent between
accepting and rejecting. That is, es solves

max {Qsu:(l - Qs)u - I * V pn > V ru},
Q,

which yields Qu : Q, wherel2

Qr : (u - y)lu. (8)

Given the price Qs : Q1, the payoff to deviating as a middleman in a time
interval and going back to the production sector is u - y * vpn - zrs. This
implies v pn : v ru. The expected values of a producer and a middleman with

12 If the producer rejects the offer, his continuation value is simply Y p11.lf he accepts the offer, he
consumes 7 - Qs .,,it of the middleman's good and then produces one unit of high-quality goods;
the gain from trading is therefore (1 - eiu - I I v ps. The middleman makes an 

-offer 
to maximize

his trade surplus so that the producer is just willing to accept.
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high-quality goods are identical; however, middlemen have to pay cost d. Hence,
as long as it is costly to acquire the quality-testing technoioly, ,o one will
deviate to be a middleman when there is no lemons problem.rS-'

It now remains to check the condition under which producing high quality is
a best response; i.e. producing high quality is unimprovaute uy a one-shot
deviation. Substituting Pps - ^I : 1 and pr :0 into Eqs. (3) and(a) one finds
that Vp, - l2 Vpr, if and only if 0 > 0r, where

0r:(1 +r)ylu.

So we conclude that equilibrium with pp, : Z :
relatively abundant (0 > 0r).

6. _y(u - y)ly(O + r0 - r) + u(t * r _ 0 _ 0r)l
(1+r)10(u-y) * vu)

(e)

1 bxists when information is

From now on, we will discuss the equilibria where producing low-quality
output is as profltable as producing high-quality output (V ru _ y I ZrJ, which
implies that it is the best response to produce high-quaiiiy output with any
arbitrary probability. Since some low-quality outpui is produced, it *uy poten-
tially be profitable to be a middleman, depending on the exteni of qualitative
uncertainty and the cost of being an intermediary agent. we use the same
algorithm to check the equilibrium conditions for equilibria 2 and 3 (see
Appendix B), and summarize the results as follows.

Equilibrium without Middlemen (pr : 0)

1. There exists a nonintermediary equilibrium with ppn:, : 1 if and only ifo>oi
2. there exists a nonintermediary equilibrium with prp e (0,1) and r : I if and

only if 0, < 0 < 02 and 6 > dr; and
3. there exists a nonintermediary equilibrium with pps e (0,1) and r e (0,1) if and

only if 0, < 0 < 02 and 6 , 6r, where 0, is defined in Eq. (9) and

(10)

(1 1)

(r2)

(1 3)

13With a similar argument one can show that, when all agents have full information about thequality of goods, there is no role for middlemen. This result differs from the Rubinstein-Wolinsky
model of middlemen, where middlemen are assumed to have an advantage in searching for buyers.
This effect is ruled out here to highlight the role of information.
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,lll Eqrrilibrium with PpH : t,E : I

VZ Eqrilibrilm with Pps € {0,1),r: 1

= 
Equilibrium with pps € (0, 1),t € (0, 1)

Fig. 2. Existence of equilibria without middlemen.

Note that there is a value of the discount rate, r*, such that when r < r*, we
have03 < 01 < 02. In the following analysis, we consider only the cases where
r is not too big (, < r-). This implies that when the private information problem
is severe enough (0 < 0r), a nondegenerate equilibrium would not exist without
middlemen technology.

For any given but arbitrary values of other parameters, we plot d, and d2 as
functions of 6, and values of 0 r, 02 and, 03 in Fig. 2.14 The..rrrlt, are clear from
Fig. 2. First, when information is relatively abundant (0 > 0 r),there exists a .first
best' equilibrium (Pp, : Z :1). From society,s viewpoint,'this equilibrium is
the best since the trading frictions cause no problems at all and theie is no need
to move resources away from production to intermediation. Second, given that
0r<0 <02 and the investment cost of being a middleman is big enough
(d > 6,), there is an equilibrium in which some low-quality goods are produced,
but still agents always accept unrecognized goods, ana no miaalemen appear.
Third, when the private information problem is relatively severe (03 < e < 02),
and the investment cost is big enough (6 > dr), there existi an equilibrium where
there are no middlemen and agents randomize accepting unrecognized goods.

laTheparametervaluesusedareu:2,y:1,r:0.01 inFigs.2and3,andu:20,y:1,r:0.01
in Fig. 4.
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Equilibrium with middlemen

In this subsection, we discuss the equilibria in which agents are willing to
invest in information and become expbrt middlemen. we characterize analyti-
cally the equilibria where middlemen choose to do honest business (equilibria
4 and 5). However, under some circumstances, middlemen may find it profitable
to trade lemons (equilibria 6 to 9). Since we are not able to get closed form
solutions for this type of equilibria, we present the results by numerical examples.

Note that in this economy middlemen affect people's incentive to produce
high-quality output through three different ways. First is the liquidity effect.
Since middlemen always recognize and are willing to trade for high-quality
goods, this makes high-quality output more liquid in the sense that it takes
a shorter time to sell. Second is the inventory distribution eflect. In the equilibria
with trustworthy middlemen, the probability of getting high-quality goods is
higher if people trade with middlemen rather than with producers. However,
only producers holding high-quality goods can trade with middlemen in this
type of equilibria. Third is the price effect. In the equilibria with dishonest
middlemen, producers with high-quality output get higher expected gains than
those with low-quality goods from trading with middlemen (for reasons that will
be explained below); this also increases producers' incentive to produce high
quality.

4.2.1. Middlemen trade high-quality goods only
When middlemen trade high-quality goods only, Q:0, which implies that

middlemen always have high-quality inventory (Prs: 1). Hence, the price with
which middlemen charge a producer holding high-quality output is e1, where
Q, is defined in Eq. (8). We then determine the price with which a middleman
would charge a producer with low-quality output if he had deviated toward
trading lemons. The take-it-or-leave-it offer, Qr, which makes a producer with
low-quality output indifferent between accepting and rejecting solves

max{Qru I Yrr_- Vs:(l - Q)u -t Vpr.> yrr},
o,

which yields Qr,: 1.

Note that in this type of equilibria, agents know that they have a higher
probability in acquiring high-quality goods if they trade with middlemen rather
than with other producers (since Prn: | > Pru). Therefore, an agent is willing
to require less in return (by paying Q) for giving up his output when he trades
with middlemen. In other words, agents pay more for middlemen's goods than
for producers'goods because they believe that middlemen have a higher prob-
ability of selling high-quality goods.

Given Qs : Q, and Qr-: l, we use the same algorithm to check the restric-
tions on parameters such that there exists an equilibrium where middlemen
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always trade high-quality goods (see Appendix c). we summarize the results as
follows.

Equilibrium with middlemen trading high-quality goods only

1. There exists an intermediary equilibrium with , : 1 and o : 0 if and only if
0o < 0 < 0r, 6{ 6r, d > 6a and d < d. if ,3 > 0; and

2. there exists an intermediary equilibrium with r e (0,1) and o : 0 if and only if
0o < 0 I 0r, 6 I 6r, 6> 65 and d < d. if 63 >0, where

0+: ylu,

05:(u*y)12u,

. 7(1-6)
o j: 

re; - oy - uo4'

5+: r(u - y)10 + r),

e^t2
dr : ::-

(14)

(1 s)

(16)

(11)

(1 8)

Note that 0o < 0, < e2 < 05, and 5r: 6z: dr when 0 : 02. The results are
shown in Fig. 3. Some observations can be made. First, when information is
abundant enough (0 > 0 r), intermediation is not feasible regardless of the value
of d. second, given that the information problem is more severe but not too
severe (say, 0r<0 < 02), when the investment cost d is big enough, the only
equilibrium involves no middlemen. As 6 decreases to a certain level. there arise
equilibria with trustworthy middlemen. Third, when g > 01, multiple equilibria
coexist: the first best equilibrium and equilibria with trustworthy middlemen.
Finally, given the extent of the private information problem, the intermediary
equilibrium with r€(0,1) can exist at a higher investment cost when the
equilibrium with r : 1 does not exist. The intuitive reason is as follows. If
producers forgo direct trades sometimes when they cannot recognize quality of
goods (r e (0,1)), there is a higher profit for middlemen, so that they are *itting to
bear a higher investment cost to stay in the intermediation business.

4.2.2. Middlemen trade high- and low-quality goods
we have shown that when information is not too scarce and the investment

cost 6 is not too big, there exist equilibria where middlemen endogenously
emerge and they choose to always trade high-quality goods. If information is
relatively scarce, middlemen may not find it profitable enough to trade high-
quality goods only, while agents may not have enough incentive to produce high
quality. Hence, there cannot exist equilibria with trustworthy middlemen. How-
ever, if middlemen trade low-quality goods sometimes, th. irt".-"diation
business may be profitable enough, and the existence of expert middlemen can
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increase agents' incentive to produce high quality. Thus, there may exist non-
degenerate equilibria with dishonest middlemen when the private information
problem is more severe.

When middlemen sometimes trade lemons (P,, < 1), middlemen may have
low-quality inventories which may or may not be recognized by other agents.
This also affects the price with which middlemen can charge their customers.
The take-it-or-leave-it ofler which makes an uninformed producer with high-
quality output indifferent is Q2, where Q, solves

max {Q, u:P ,11,f(l - Q)u - I * V pu7 + (1 - P ru)( - ^t * V pi > V rr}.
Q,

Hence,

t47

g' :Pruu - Y

Ptsu
(1e)

As Prp increases, Q, increases, which means that the price of intermediation
service is higher when there are more middlemen holding high-quality goods.

In this type of equilibria, Q, is the only price that middlemen can charge to
producers with high-quality output. Since Q1 > Q2 when Pru I 1, an informed
producer is willing to pretend that he is ignorant of the quality of goods in trade;
i.e., he has no incentive to signal that he knows the quality. Note that e1 is not
sustainable in this type of equilibria. Given pice Qy uninformed producers will
not trade with middlemen. Hence, middlemen with low-quality goods can neyer
trade, which implies that accepting low-quality goods in the first place is not
a best response, contracting Q * 0.

Note that even if middlemen may not guarantee a higher probability of
offering high-quality goods in this type of equilibria, they can still increase
people's incentive to produce high quality. Given Qr: Qr, producers with
high-quality output get positive expected gains, as opposed to zero for those
with low-quality output, from trading with middlemen.

Since we are not able to find closed form solutions for the equilibria with
Pts <-t, we discuss them by numerical examples (see Figs.3 and 4). We can
make the following observations. First, compared to the equilibria with trust-
worthy middlemen, equilibria where middlemen trade low-quality goods exist
when the private information problem is more severe. This implies that, as the
informed customers cannot play enough of a disciplinary role, middlemen
will trade lemons and make a profit. Second, for some parameter values,
equilibria with trustworthy middlemen and equilibria with dishonest middle-
men coexist (see Fig. 4), while for other parameter values, there do not coexist
multiple equilibria (see Fig. 3). Third, we find that when the private information
problem is so severe (0 < 0.) that the only equilibrium would entail no trade in
the economy without middlemen technology, there can exist a nondegenerate
equilibrium with dishonest middlemen. Allowing expert middlemen certainly
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% n.A. A- A-

I Eqrrilibrium with !: l, e:0

N Eqrillibrium with t € (0, t), CI :0

ffi Equitibrium wirh D e (0, l), O = I

Fig. 3. Existence of equilibria with middlemen.

& Equilibrium with ! : 1,f) : I

[i.,]1 Equilibrium wirh X € (0, l),A: I

[7l Bquilibriurn wirh )J € (0, t),A € (0, 1)

Fig. 4. Existence of equilibria with dishonest middlemen.
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improves welfare in this case even though they sometimes trade row-quality
goods and cheat uninformed customers.li

5. Welfare

In this section, we discuss welfare properties of the equilibria with trustworthy
middlemen and do some werfare 

-comparisons. 
Let w d,enote the welfare

criterion, where

W : P1V1p+ (l - p)lpp,VpH+ (1 _ pou)Vrrl.
(20)

welfare is determined by the frequency of trade and the probability of getting
high-quality goods from those exchanges. For a producer, ih. fr"q,r"n"y oftradedepends.on, among other things, prind r, which determine how frequent anagent is involved in direct trades and how many of those opportunities lead toexchanges. The endogenous variable ppol deteimines the pioportion of those
exchanges giving the traders high-quarity goods that generat" otifitv. A middle_man's expected utility is also creterma"a uy similar r*,".r. rr.,*., *. .un .unkequilibria according to those factors.

we have shown that when 0 ) 0r,there coexist multiple equilibria - the firstbest equilibrium and equilibria with trustworthy middlem." liluiiiu.iu 1,4 and
f). we compare werfare across those equilibria accordid i; ;h. criterionW defined in Eq. (20). Equilibrium 1(pru: X : I and p1:"0) has the highestfrequency of trade and probability of'consuming high-qruri,rgooor. Hence, itentails the highest werfare, which is the same url., in. ..oro.,! with completeinformation. we show by numerical exampres that when there ctexist equilibriawith trustworthy middlemen, the one with ) : 1 (equilibrium 4) pareto domin_ates the one with )e(0,1) (equilibrium 5). From the n.rm"rical examples weknow that equilibrium 4 has a smalrer number of middlemen and a higherproportion of producers holding high-quality goods, which means agents areinvolved more frequentry in aireit traaes which arso iead to u rrigt 

". 
chance ofgetting high-quality goods from trade. Hence, it generates highe? weffare.Another question is that, if the number of expert middremen can be deter-*in:9 exogenously to maximize werfare, what would it be for different types ofequilibria?16 In Appendix D we show that when equilibrium 4 exists, theoptimal number of middlemen is zero (given that the discount rate is not too

lsEquilibrium with o: r: 1 exists at a smalrer d (when 6 < do), and equilibrium with oe(0,1)and I = 1 exists when d is around da. For further discussion, .". I,i ltleSU;.16we need to take into account the incentive compatibility constraints for middlemen andproducers - the condition for middlemen to stay in the intermediation business and the condition forproducers being indifferent between producingirgh- and row-quality output. Arso, the best responseconditions for co and a have to be satisfied.
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big). Hence, we conclude that the private intermediary equilibrium with f : 1

involves too many middlemen, in the sense that the number of middlemen
always exceeds the optimal number. Note that in this equilibrium, it is in the
agents'interest to always accept unrecognized goods in direct trades. Hence, the
private information problem does not cause much delay in exchange. At the
same time, if some agents become middlemen, resources are taken away from
production. As the efficiency provided by middlemen to facilitate trades is less

than the loss in production, welfare is decreased by introducing middlemen into
the economy.

As for equilibrium 5, we discuss its welfare properties by numerical examples.
Contrary to equilibrium 4, for some parameter values there is a strictly positive
optimal number of middlemen in equilibrium 5. As the investment cost 6 in-
creases, the optimal number of middlemen decreases. There is a critical value of
6 such that when the investment cost is higher than this critical value, the
optimal number of middlemen is zero. We also find that as 0 increases, the
optimal number of middlemen decreases. This implies that if information is
mOre abundant, there is less need for expert middlemen. There is also a critical
value of 0 above which the optimal number of middlemen is zero. Therefore, we
conclude that allowing middlemen in this case can improve welfare if informa-
tion is not too abundant and the investment cost of middlemen technology is
not too big.

We find that in a large number of numerical examples the number of
middlemen in equilibrium 5 is bigger than the optimal number;that is, there are
too many middlemen. This brings out the issue of policy intervention in
regulating intermediation, such as taxing middlemen by raising the investment
cost d. This policy can move some resources away from the intermediation
business to the production sector and, therefore, enhance welfare. Note that the
result of too many middlemen in this economy may be due to the local
monopoly power of middlemen, in the sense that the price is determined by
take-it-or-leave-it offers. In the next section, a more general bilateral bargaining
is considered, and we have a somewhat different result regarding whether we get
the right number of middlemen in this economy.l'

17 Hete we also report welfare comparisons for equilibria with trustworthy middlemen and those
with dishonest middlemen. The welfare criterion is defined as follows

W : P 1lP 1sV 1y + (1 - P riv il.] + (1 - P )lP pHV pH + 0 - P pH\V p;.
Note that equilibria 4 and 5 (with trustworthy middlemen) and equilibria 7 and 9 (with dishonest
middlemen) coexist for some parameter values (see Fig. 4). Numerical examples show that equilib-
rium 4 Pareto dominates equilibria 7 and 9, both of which Pareto dominate equilibrium 5. Hence,
though some equilibria with honest middlemen entail higher welfare than those with dishonest
middlemen, others do not. This implies that honest middlemen may not guarantee higher welfare.
Note that the number of middlemen in equilibrium 5 is much bigger than those in equilibria 7 and
9 and, hence, the lower welfare is due to too many resources being employed in intermediation.
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6. Some extensions

15r

In this section, we present some extensions of the basic moder. one is toconsider more general bilateral_bargaining between middlemen and their cus-tomers. Although for some retailers lrucn als supermarkets) there is no room forbuyers to bargain over the prices, and so ihe take-it-or-leave-it offer is not anunsatisfactory assumption, one can observe bilateral u".g"i"r"g LJi*r"n dealersand buyers in some markets. Another is to assume that the price for theintermediation service is determined by some 
_trade surprus splitting rule (im_posed on all transactions by some outside institution) rather than the bilaterarbargaining' The focus is to study the effect of different trade surplus splitting,rJ:r.:" efficiency. Asain, rr" 

"o^id". only the stationary e-quii;;i"_ in whichmiddlemen are trustworthy.
The. bilateral bargaining game considered here is the following one. whena prodrrcer with high-quality output meets a middleman, one of them is chosen

,1,^.1rd?-, 
to propose a price, 4, *hi"h the other .u" u...pi o. .q.", If the offerrs accepted, they trade and then leave the meeting to consume thiir shares of thegood immediatery. If it.is rejected, they can choose whether or not to walk awayfrom the bargaining table and r.u..r, ro. ,"* trading partners. If neither walksaway, they wait a rength of time / for another bargaining round, at which pointsomeone is chosen at random to make a proposal, and sJ the p.o""r, continues.It is assumed that agents never meet other potentiar trading partners during thistime interval. In equilibrium, a miAOfemari ai

a u"e. at w ay; ;;";:; e n : q p( /), an d thes e ;,ffi #?ff iZ' !;;;! !!";;S:?;As / becomes sma,, q^^and,q;.oru.rg" to ii" ,u*" limit, which is the solutiontoan appropriately defined Nash barlaining problem.
Note that em and qo ar"' such that- the froposer gets as much surplus aspossible, subject to the other agent's u"".piur." of his offer. Therefore, theysatisfy the following relationship- -r--

(21)

left-hand side of the first equation is the
the offer q^. The right-hand side is the

18In equilibrium, no one ever terminates the bargaining process voruntarily, and a1 oflers aremade so that they are accepted in trr" n.rt rounJ. arirr'olrgt oflers are never rejecied in equilibrium, itis the threat ofrejecting and deraying seur.*"ri iil, ari,es the sorution. See, for exampre, osborneand Rubinstein (1990), Trejos and Wright (1995)- 
-^-

(t - q^)u-t Z: 
"il\, 

- q*)u *lo - a,lu + z],

Qpu - 6: +rl+r^, *)o* - a],

where Z is deflned in Section 3. The
value to the producer of accepting
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expected discounted value of rejecting: with equal probability each of the agents
gets to make the next offer, and the offer of either case is accepted 1in equltiu-
rium). The second equation has a similar interpretation for a middleman
evaluating the producer's proposal. Note that since we consider only the
equilibrium where middlemen always trade high-quality goods, there is no
private information problem in the bargaining gu*. 

"u.n 
when a producer

cannot recognize the quality of the middlemen's goods. Thus, the producer
knows the middlemen's reservation value so he can propose the offer, q, which
satisfies Eq. (21).

One can show that.as 7 ---> 0,e^ : ep : q, and q is the solution to a properly
defined Nash bargaining problem, from which one can solve for q : qo, ihere

en: (u _ y)12u.

The outcome of the bargaining g&r*a, Q1, splits equally the net trade surplus
between a middleman and ,producer. Note that given 

-e : 4n, participation of
both agents is guaranteed.le

Since the model is complicated, we analyze some numerical examples and
summarize the flndings as follows. First, compared to the basic model, in the
equilibria with bilateral bargaining there are fewer middlemen, and the propor-
tion of producers with high-quality output can be higher or lower; however, the
probability of acquiring high quality goods from trade is always higher and,
hence, welfare is higher. Second, given other parameter values, equilibria with
bilateral bargaining exist in a smaller region of (9,6) space. The trade surplus
splitting rule is less favorable to middlemen so that it iequires a lower invest-
ment cost for people to stay in the intermediation business. Third, even though
q, is bilaterally efficient, it may not be socially optimal. That is, enma! not be the
price that a social planner would choose to maximize welfare. rinally, given the
bargaining outcome q1, lhe number of middlemen that maximizes weliare may
be bigger than that in a private equilibrium. This means that we may have too
few middlemen in this economy. Hence, we can attribute the reason for the result
of too many middlemen in the basic model to middlemen's local monopoly
power implied by the assumption of take-it-or_leave_it offers.

The next step is to assume that the net trade surplus associated with a match
of a middleman and producer is divided into the prtportions p and I - p, where
p is the share for middlemen. The price eu cai be-expressed in terms of p as
Qn : pfu - illu. we discuss the welfare properties aisociated with different
trade surplus splitting rules p, without specifying how it is determined by an
outside institution.

1e one can also show that if a middleman had deviated to take lemons, the price determined by
the bilateral bargaining is q1, where qt:(u -l * Vrn_ V11)12u. Hence, given er:Qt, the best
response condition for middlemen to not take lemons (O : 0) is ri _ y + i,t _ i,, 
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Let p- : argmax w denote the surplus splitting rule that the social planner
would dictate, if he could, to maximize welfare, taking into account that
Pr, Ppu and all the value functions are functions of p-. Suppose p. :
argmaxP1v111, which can be interpreteci as the surprus splitting rule that
maximizes the expected utility of a representative middleman. Thus, p.
is the price rule that middlemen would prefer, if they could impose it on all
transactions.

From all the numerical examples we tried, p^) p*) that is, middlemen
would prefer a price rule which may not be sociaily optimai. Moreover,
p^> ll2, which means that middlemen would prefer a higher price than that
determined by the bilateral bargaining game. Arso, most cases show that p^ < l;
that is, middlemen may not prefer take-it-or-leave-it offers either. Those results
may be due to the competition of the intermediation business in a private
equilibrium. when the price is too much in favor of middlemen, there will be too
many agents in the intermediation business. This results in lower production in
the economy and, therefore, the profit per middlem an may be too low. Hence,
middlemen would prefer a price rule which balances the size of the intermedi-
ation business and the profit obtained per transaction, so as to maximize their
expected utility.

7. Conclusion

This paper has analyzed the role of middlemen in an economy with private
information concerning the quality of consumption goods. The trading frictions
of private information motivate the existence of middlemen, who have an
informational advantage over other agents by investing in a costly quality-
testing technology. The feasibility and properties of intermediation depend on
the extent of the private information problem and the cost of middlemen,s
quality-veriflcation technology. If the cost is too big, despite the lemons problem
in the economy, intermediation is not feasible. when information is relatively
scarce, given that the quality-testing technology is not too costly, middlemen
emerge endogenously and they always trade high-quality goods. If the private
information problem is more severe, middremen sometimes trade low-quality
goods. when the private information problem is so severe that there would be
no nondegenerate equilibrium without middlemen technology, there can exist
a nondegenerate equilibrium with active intermediation.

The welfare-improving role of middlemen depends on the efficiency and cost
of intermediation to the economy. For the first best equilibrium and the
equilibrium in which people always accept goods of unknown quality, the
optimal number of middlemen is zero. Allowing expert middlemen cannot
improve welfare even though there may be private information about the quality
of goods in trade. For the equilibrium in which the exchange is signifiiantly
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delayed in the sense that people may not execute trades because they
cannot recognize the quality of goods, efficiency provided by middlemen
in facilitating trades may compensate for the loss in production. Hence,
middlemen can improve welfare in this type of equilibritrm, especially when
information is not too abundant and the investment cost of middlemen is not
too big.

It is also shown that the allocation of resources in production and intermedi-
ation in equilibrium may not be optimal: there are too many middlemen. This
raises the issue of policy intervention in obtaining efficient intermediation. In an
extension of the basic model, we consider a more general bilateral bargaining
model and suggest that the result of too many middlemen is not robust to
relaxing the assumption of take-it-or-leave-it oflers. Nevertheless, we find that
when too many resources are employed in the intermediation business, govern-
ment policy in regulating the intermediation activity (e.g. taxing middlemen by
increasing the investment cost) can improve welfare.

This paper has taken a first step towards constructing a theory of middlemen
or intermediaries based on qualitative uncertainty concerning consumption
goods. The model, while somewhat complex, is tractable enough to provide
several predictions concerning the behaviors ofintermediaries. Future research
may involve extending the model to address the interaction between middlemen
and other institutions, such as flat money, that can also be shown to mitigate
similar problems of private information.
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Appendix A

Under the Poisson assumption and normalization 0:1, in a short time
interval of length / > o, the expected value of being a producer with
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high-quality output is

1t/'(v pu: TiiZU$ - P)flPppa(u + Z) + (1 - O)max (o(Ap * Vpn)

+ (1 - o)Vpu)f + /p,[f.pr^1.g - e11)u + Z)

+ (1 - O)max(A1 + y pH,V pl)f

+ [1 - /(t - p)(eppsa * | _ 0)

lpl9prH + 1 _ 0)jVpn * o(/)\,
where Z : max( - y * V 

"r,V 
o"), and a, Ap, 41 are defined in Eq. (3). The

probability of more than one arrival is proportion atto o(/), where o(/)l/ __+ 0 as/ -r 0. Rearranging the terms, we have

rlV p1, : /(t - r,1l er routu + Z - V rr) + (1 - 0)max oApfL " '_.1

+ lp[Lpntrl - eilu + Z - V pr) t (L - o)max(Ab[)j + o(/).
If we divide the last equation by A andtake the limit as / _-, O,it transforms into
Eq.(3) Eqs. ( f(6) can be derived similarly.

Appendix B

First, we check the equilibrium conditions for equilibrium 2. If V pu _ | :vpl,then it is a best response to produce high-qualiiy output *ith an arbitraryprobability. SubstitutingPr:0and x:1into eqs. (3)and (4),vrn _t: vpr.
can be solved for Pp, : pa1, where

o -Y(t-0+r)'Ht- o@- y) '

Note that Prur) 0, and p,.r ( 1 if and only if 0),r,where 91 is defined in
Eq. (9). Similarly, substituting pr : 0 and ) : 1 into E[. 1:1 rt o*rilut o : 1 is
a best response if and onry if A, > 0 (i.e. pu$ - y > 0),-which holds if and onlyff e < 02, where 92 is defined in (10). we then check the condition under whichno one wants to deviate to be a middreman. Given others, strategies andQn:Qt:{u-y)lu, the payoff to deviating in a time interval is rvru:
P.ry(u - y) * V pu - Vr*.Then, V1p - 6 < Vorif and onlyif6 > r, where 61 is
defined in Eq. (12).

we next show the conditions for equilibrium 3. In this equilibrium, agents
are indifferent between accepting and rejecting unrecognized goods in direct
trad.es' The expected gain from accepting an unrecognized good being zeroimplies that oe(0,1) is a best ..rpo.rr..-Hence, Ap:O can be solved for
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Pr, : Ps2, Where

D-tH2-
t(y+(6+(1 -6)rxu-y)]'

which is always between 0 and 1. Using Ppp : Paz, we can solve for the value of
f which yields tr/ps - | : V pLi

\-_
-1 -

0(u-y\(0-r\-ry
(I-?)lu-(u-y)(0-r)l'

One can show that 11e(0,1) if and only if 03<0 <0, where 02 and 0. are
defined in Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively. Given others'strategies, Pps: Pnz
and I : 11, people will not deviate to be middlemen if and only if 6 > d, where
62 is defined in Eq. (13).

Appendix C

First, we show the equilibrium conditions for equilibrium 4. Using
Vr, - | : YpLand V 1s - 6 : Vpuone can solve for Pps : P;6.3 and Pr : Prr,
where

D-t H3 -
?[(1+r)6+ryf(t-0)

r^/z(t -0) + (1 * r)60(u - y)'

o y$ - 0ll0u - y(1 + r)l - d0(1 + r)(u - y\, rt - .

Note that Pnt) 0 and Pr1 < 1. One can show lhat Pr, < 1 if and only if
0 > ylu. Given 0 ) Tlu, Prr> 0 if and onty if 6 < d, where 6, is deflned in
Eq. (12). Also, o : 1 is a best response if and only if fs3u - 7 > 0, which holds
when d < 6. (il 6, > 0) where 6. is defined in Eq. (16). If d. < 0, then
Puzu- y > 0 always, so we can ignore this condition. Substituting ps3 and
Prr into u * Vs - Vrn ( 0, one can show that a : 0 is a best response if and
only if 6 > da, where da is deflned in Eq. (17). Note that when 0 : 05, where 05 is
defined in Eq. (15), d3 : 6+. For this type of equilibrium to exist, it requires
6, ) 5o, so we impose the condition 0 < 05.

We now show the equilibrium conditions for equilibrium 5. Again, oe(0,1)
implies Ppru: Ps2. From Vpa - l: VptandVru - 5 : Ypp one can solve for
Z : Zz ar,d Pr: Pr2, where

\--42 -

(u-y)1l'z((l +r) d *ry)-ryf
(1 - 0)(1 * r) 6u - 0(u - ?X(1 + r) 6 -ry))'
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P,, : {y'( - r + 0 + r0) + yrl _ Tru + g(d + 16 _ 2u _ ru) _r 2ru * uf
* yl1zu2 * 1uz - (t + r)u(u _ 6 + 20u6))+ (1 + r)06u2\

l{y@ - y)(u(o, + 0 _ 1) _ 0y)}.

One can show Pr2 > 0 if and only if g < 06 where

0a:ly-ulr
and 6 < d2, where d, is deflned in Eq. (13), and p,, < ! if and only if 6 > 66,
where

s _ r!(u-y)(u_y_0y)
"6-@.

One can also show that Z, > 0 if and only if d > d7 and d > ds, where6f :ry(t - ?',)lll + r)g2l 
^a_nd 

6a:rTy(u-y)llo +,y, _-eg _y))1, andz, < Tifand onlyifd < d3 ifd3 > 0. whena. -'ti, ), . iro *. lunignore thiscondition.
We then need to check ro : 0 is a best response, which requiresu I V11 - Vr, < 0. Given PJ : Prz, Z : Zr, ppu : plr2and e11: gr, ona"u,show that when ga .0 .0u,, :b i, a best response if and only if d , dr,where d, is defined in (18). Note that if 0 <e4,thinu + V;;* lrrr. O f urAonly if d < d, but 6r-<0. we thus impose the conditio, ,,', e..'some of theabove conditions on d are redundant. iriote that when 0o < 0 a iu,6r> d6 and6, > 6, > ds. Also note that 0, < 0u.
The next thing to show is the condition for d. > 65, which holds if and onry if

ll-Qu-v)<c0 <0s']hen 0<ul(2u-?)ds<0 and zr<7 arways holds.Note that when 0 :0s,6t- 6+:6r. notn'a. and d, ur" r"guliu;ly sloped at0 :0s but d3 is steeper than 6r; h.r.., ds > d5 when g < 05. However, wecannot draw a general statement about the r"tutir. magnitudes ;r a, arra d5. weconclude that this type of equilibrium exists if and orily if 0o < 0 < 05, 6 < 62and d5 < d < d, (if A3 >9.

Appendix D

Here we show the optimar number of middlemen is zero in equilibrium.The incentive constraint in producing high quality (Vru _ y: Vp) impliesPpu : Pp. where

p _yl(l - PrXl - 0) + rl'al- 6u-aryr:;'
Note that Pnz )0 always and pr. < 1 if and only if 0 > 0, where0': y(l - Pr -t r)lu(l - p7). we then-tave to check that o: 1 is a best

- 2yu -t 5u2fl2u,
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response, which requires 0 < 0p where 0p: u(l - pr -t r)lfeu _ yX1 _ pr)1.
Note that 0p> 0, always. Since we consider only r .--r*, we have
0o < 0o < 0p < 05, where 0a and g. are defined in Eqs. (14) and (15).

Let W , : rW, where W is deflned in Eq. (20). We show that W , is always
downward sloping in P1 given 0el0a,0rf. Note rhat AW tllprlp,=o.0=0.:
-6 -(u -7)-/1, <0, AWrl1Prlp,=0,6=0s: l- 6(" +y) + ry(u-'ilftl@iy)
< 0 if r is not too big. That is, when 0u < 0 I 0r, W , is downward sloping
at Pr : 0. Note that A2W tlAp?l|=e+ : 0 and arW rlafllu=r, :
- y(u - y)l(u + ?) < 0, which implies that the slope of lll1 remains negative for

all P1. Therefore, we conclude that when equilibrium exists, the optimal number
of middlemen is zero.
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